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Laugh out loud

by Dav Pilkey

by James Patterson

The less-than-stellar police canine, Dog
Man, confronts two rivals in the form of
Petey the cat and a super-cute but
mischievous kitten who is dragged into
the police force, challenging Dog Man's
status as top dog.

A book-loving boy who has impossible
ideas about starting his very own book
company relies on the support of friends
and inspiration from his favorite stories to
make his dream come true.
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by Geronimo Stilton

by Tracey West

The enchanted Winged Ring which
Queen Blossom gave to Geronimo has
been stolen and whoever possesses it
gains enormous power and can travel
between the Kingdom of Fantasy and the
real world.

Lalo the baby lightning dragon has been
taken by Eko, a rogue Dragon Master,
who ran away with her thunder dragon
years before--now she is back looking to
make allies of the other dragon masters,
and so gain control over all of the
dragons in Griffith
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by Cressida Cowell

by Jennifer L Holm

Wizard prince Xar and warrior princess
Wish meet as enemies in the wildwood
but join forces despite the prejudices of
their parents to fight the bad magic of the
witches upon learning of their return.

A sequel to the best-selling Sunny Side
Up finds Sunny embarking on her first
year of middle school while wondering at
the ways her brother has changed at
boarding school. By the creators of the
Babymouse and Squish series.
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by Shannon Hale
When a pet-eating monster interrupts
Princess Magnolia's playdate with
Princess Sneezewort, a rescue effort by
the Princess in Black is challenged by a
masked stranger.

Baxt
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er is missing
by Rebecca Elliott
Learning that a famous author will be
visiting Treetopolis, Eva and her
classmates excitedly begin writing stories
to share with the author until Eva's pet
bat, Baxter, goes missing and Eva can't
think of anything to write because she is
so worried about him.

by Thea Stilton
The Seven Roses, magical flowers which
bloom forever and which are linked to the
health of the Land of Flowers, are dying,
and the Thea sisters together with Will
Mystery must travel to that land to
discover the reason.
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by Hilde Lysiak
When cupcakes and a pie are stolen in a
series of break-ins on Orange Street,
9-year-old crime reporter Hilde Lysiak
teams up with her photographer sister,
Izzy, to interview witnesses and follow
clues in the hopes catching the thief.
Simultaneous and eBook.

